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GROHE
SOLUTIONS



QUALITY

From the first design sketch to the final product 
to after-sales services: Our customers can rely 
on our Made in Germany sense of perfectionism. 
 

“No.1 most trusted brand in the sanitary industry” 
– Wirtschaftswoche, 2017

THE GROHE STORY

DESIGN

Our highly awarded design DNA’s recipe for 
success is simple: Merging the contemporary 
and the timeless into products that feel like they 
were designed just for you. 

Over 400 design awards won since 2003

TECHNOLOGY

We constantly drive innovation to enrich your 
everyday water experience, delivering smart 
solutions on the path of the digitization of water. 
 

“Top 50 companies to change the world“ 
– Fortune Magazine, 2017

SUSTAINABILITY

Water is our passion. We care about every 
drop and our Corporate Social Responsibility 
commitment goes even beyond one element 
alone: We strive to protect all of our planet’s 
resources for future generations.

CSR Award winner of the German Government, 
2017

GROHE is the world’s leading provider of sanitary fittings and a global brand, dedicated to providing 
innovative water products.

For many decades, GROHE has been committed to the brand values of technology, quality, design 
and sustainability that all illustrate GROHE’s commitment to creating exceptional experiences and to 
delivering “Pure Freude an Wasser”. 

With its engineering, innovation and design activities firmly anchored in Germany, GROHE products 
bear the badge of quality “Made in Germany”, ultimately strengthening the customers’ confidence 
in the brand. All plants of the GROHE manufacturing network make use of high-precision production 
engineering to ensure compliance with consistently high GROHE standards. This way GROHE 
ensures that its products live up to the most uncompromising demands in terms of workmanship  
and functionality.
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GROHE GUARANTEE
Purchasing GROHE products means your investment is perfectly balanced 
in terms of quality, technology and design with sustainable production.

GROHE products come with either a 5 Year Manufacturers Guarantee or 
a 2 Years Plus Manufacturers Guarantee. Spares are subject to a 1 Year 
Manufacturers Guarantee.

For exposed products, GROHE will continue to manufacture spare parts for 
10 years after product discontinuation (15 years for concealed products).

To find out more, and for product installation videos visit www.grohe.co.uk 

Applicable to all other 
products with non-
electrical components.*

GROHE SILKMOVE ENERGY SAVING 
Experience modern and ecofriendly energy usage. With GROHE 
SilkMove ES, only cold water will flow when the lever is in the 
middle position.

GROHE WATER SAVING 
Ideal water flow without compromise, thanks to innovative  
water-saving technologies.

GROHE COOLTOUCH 
No scalding risk. Outer surface never exceeds your chosen  
shower temperature.

GROHE PROGRIP 
It’s easy for everyone to control, even with wet or soapy  
hands – GROHE ProGrip ergonomic handles have a knurled 
surface for great grip. 

GROHE TRIPLEVORTEX FLUSH 
Flush system creates a powerful but silent vortex of water that 
swirls to cover and clean the whole of the bowl.

RAPID INSTALLATION SYSTEM 
Taps with GROHE Rapid Installation System come with a 13mm 
brass nut. A tap spanner is required for fitting.

FASTFIXATION INSTALLATION SYSTEM 
Taps with GROHE FastFixation Installation System come with a 
13mm brass nut that is only threaded on 1/2 the surface. The nut 
needs to be pushed to the top and tightened with a tap spanner.

FASTFIXATION WITH METAL FIXATION KIT 
Taps with a metal fixation set come with a threaded metal ring 
with 2 tensioning screws. The tap can be fitted by hand (no tap 
spanner required) and tightening can be done with a screwdriver.

Applicable to Sensia Arena, 
Sense Guard, GROHE Red 
and Blue Home.*

*PARTS AND LABOUR INCLUDED. 

READ MORE ABOUT 
GROHE GUARANTEE

http://www.grohe.co.uk/en_gb/our-service/guarantee.html 
*Terms & conditions apply
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23899001  £81.90 
BauEdge basin mixer, S-size 
GROHE ColdStart
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
Push open waste set 
Rapid installation system

23972001 £79.78
BauEdge basin mixer, S-size
Smooth body
For low pressure systems
Rapid installation system
Also available in HP: 
23330001 £76.34

BauEdge provides smooth water flow along with stylish looks at an entry-level price point.
It focuses on optimal function and comfort.

23895001  £81.90 
BauEdge basin mixer, S-size 
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
Rapid installation system
Includes pop-up waste set

2042110M  £112.62 
BauEdge, pair of taps
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
Metal levers

GROHE BAUEDGE

25246001 £269.56
BauEdge two handle bath shower mixer
Min 0.5 bar
Tempesta hand shower and hose  
included
Automatic diverter, lockable: bath/shower

25216001  £163.32 
BauEdge bath filler
Min 0.5 bar
Metal levers
Ceramic valves for long life

23752000  £77.45 
BauFlow basin mixer, S-size
Smooth body
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
Rapid installation system
Metal lever

25217001  £190.54
BauEdge, bath shower mixer
Min 0.5 bar
Integrated non-return valve
Automatic diverter, lockable: bath/shower 
Order with 27799001 Tempesta 100 
handshower set

2042110M
BauEdge basin mixer

27799001  £38.87 
Tempesta 100
2 spray handshower set
1250mm shower hose
GROHE DreamSpray perfect spray pattern
SpeedClean anti-limescale system
Inner WaterGuide for a longer life
ShockProof silicone ring prevents damage 
caused by a shower falling
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3246730L  £88.20 
Eurosmart basin mixer, S-size
Smooth body 
For low pressure systems
Rapid installation system
Also available in HP: 32467003

250982433 £294.19
Euromsart bath filler, Matt Black

32467243L  £114.65
Eurosmart basin mixer, S-size  
Matt Black 

25098003  £176.93 
Eurosmart bath filler
Min 0.5 bar
Metal levers

New GROHE Eurosmart offers an increased tap height for improved comfort and 
cleaner, crisper lines perfect for any modern space. The expansive range of taps 
has a solution for every setting, both domestic and public.

GROHE EUROSMART 25105003
Eurosmart bath shower mixer

25105003  £204.15 
Eurosmart bath shower mixer
Min 0.5 bar
Integrated non-return valve
Automatic diverter, lockable: bath/shower
Order with 27799001 Tempesta 100 
handshower set

32154003  £88.20
Eurosmart basin mixer, S-size
Smooth body
GROHE ColdStart
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
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3282400L  £97.44 
Eurosmart Cosmo basin mixer, S-size
Smooth body
For low pressure systems
Adjustable minimum flow rate 2.5 l/min
GROHE FastFixation installation system 
with centering support

25128000  £190.54 
Eurosmart Cosmo bath filler
Min 0.5 bar
Integrated non-return valve

25129000  £217.76 
Eurosmart Cosmo bath shower mixer
Min 0.5 bar
Integrated non-return valve
Automatic diverter, lockable: bath/shower

2337600E  £104.13 
Eurosmart Cosmo basin mixer, S-size
Smooth body
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
GROHE FastFixation installation system 
with centering support

With its sleek and streamlined design, the Eurosmart Cosmopolitan collection is a 
modern choice for your bathroom. It is also the most popular choice for any water 
pressure setting in the UK.

GROHE EUROSMART COSMOPOLITAN

27799001  £38.87  
Tempesta 100
2 spray handshower set
1250mm shower hose
GROHE DreamSpray perfect spray pattern
SpeedClean anti-limescale system
Inner WaterGuide for a longer life
ShockProof silicone ring prevents damage 
caused by a shower falling

36265000  £128.63 
Euroeco Cosmo T self-closing pillar  
basin mixer
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
Three adjustable flow times:  
Short - medium - long (factory setting: 
short), approx. 7, 15, 30 sec (pressure 
dependent)

Bring design flair and practicality together in your bathroom with the Euroeco range. 

GROHE EUROECO COSMOPOLITAN

36265000
Euroeco Cosmopolitan T basin mixer
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34768000  £225.61 
Grohtherm 800 Cosmo thermostatic  
shower set
Tempesta Cosmo 100 2 spray shower 
GROHE Turbostat cartridge for  
reverse water ways  
GROHE Water Saving 5.7 l/min flow 
limiter included

34806000  £182.37 
Grohtherm 500 thermostatic shower set 
For low pressure systems
Tempesta 100 1 spray shower 

GROHTHERM THERMOSTATS
& SHOWER SETS

GROHE thermostatic mixers ensure an enjoyable showering experience every time.

The range starts with a basic Grohtherm 500 thermostat through to an advanced CoolTouch 
Grohtherm 1000 Performance with each range having options of low pressure shower sets.

120140  £236.62 
Grohtherm 1000 Performance  
thermostatic shower mixer set
For low pressure systems
Tempesta 100 2 spray shower  
GROHE Turbostat cartridge for reverse 
water ways
GROHE ProGrip ergonomic handles have  
a knurled surface for great grip
GROHE CoolTouch prevents scalding  
on hot surfaces

34565001  £215.38 
Grohtherm 800 thermostatic shower set
Tempesta 100 2 spray shower
GROHE Turbostat cartridge for reverse 
water ways

34569000   £239.72
Grohtherm 800 thermostatic  
bath/shower mixer 1/2”
Wall mounted
GROHE SafeStop safety button at 38°C 
(calibration required)
GROHE SafeStop Plus integrated 
temperature limiter at max 50°C
Order with 27799001 Tempesta 100 
handshower set

34833000  £271.27 
Grohtherm 1000 Performance  
thermostatic bath mixer 1/2”
Wall mounted
GROHE CoolTouch
GROHE SafeStop safety button at 38°C 
(calibration required)
GROHE SafeStop Plus integrated 
temperature limiter at max 50°C
GROHE ProGrip with knurl structure

18121000  £59.88
Pair of Pillar Unions
Designed for mounting exposed 
(surface/wall mounted) shower or  
bath/shower mixer valves with 150mm 
centres on top of a bath

26083002  £70.94 
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 Shower 
rail set
600mm shower rail
1750mm Relexaflex hose
Includes GROHE EasyReach tray
GROHE DreamSpray perfect spray pattern
SpeedClean anti-limescale system
Inner WaterGuide for a longer life
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347932430 £199.28
Grohtherm 500 thermostatic shower  
mixer 1/2”
Matt Black

348142433 £343.85
Grohtherm 1000 thermostatic shower 
mixer 1/2”
Matt Black

348162433 £439.13
Grohtherm 1000 thermostatic bath/
shower mixer 1/2”
Matt Black

261622433 £134.62
Tempesta 110 shower rail set 
600mm shower rail
Matt Black

GROHE TEMPESTA COSMOPOLITAN
Tempesta thermostatic shower systems are the modern way to update a bathroom to a more 
sleek and comfortable space. Designed to be wall-mounted, these exposed shower systems 
feature either a Tempesta 160mm, Tempesta 210mm, Tempesta 250mm round or Tempesta 
250mm square headshower, a Tempesta Cosmopolitan 100 hand shower, thermostat and 
shower rail in a one box solution.

GROHTHERM THERMOSTATS
& SHOWER SETS

27922000   £404.32 
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 160  
shower system thermostatic 
160mm headshower 1 spray with 
Tempesta Cosmo 100 2 spray 
handshower 
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout

27922001  £445.21
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 210  
shower system thermostatic 
210mm headshower 1 spray with
Tempesta Cosmo 100 2 spray 
handshower
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout

26223001  £569.57
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 210  
shower system thermostatic for bath 
210mm headshower 1 spray with
Tempesta Cosmo 100 2 spray 
handshower 
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout
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GROHE TEMPESTA COSMOPOLITAN

266702431  £637.38
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 250 Round 
shower system thermostatic, Matt Black
250mm headshower with Tempesta 110 
2 spray handshower 
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout

266892431 £637.38
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 250 Cube 
shower system thermostatic, Matt Black 
250mm Cube headshower with  
Tempesta 110 2 spray handshower 
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout 

26670000   £465.80 
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 250 Round 
shower system thermostatic 
250mm headshower with Tempesta 
Cosmo 100 2 spray handshower
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout

26689000  £465.80 
Tempesta Cosmopolitan 250 Cube 
shower system thermostatic 
250mm Cube headshower with 
Tempesta Cosmo 100 2 spray 
handshower
GROHE TurboStat thermostat ensures a 
constant temperature throughout

Round headshower

Cube headshower
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GROHE EUPHORIA
Euphoria shower systems provide complete relaxation as well as an invigorating 
experience thanks to its spray options. Now available with CoolTouch safety 
thermostatic bar valves.

The Euphoria 110mm Massage hand shower has three great sprays: the classic 
Rain spray, the more powerful Massage spray and the eco-friendly SmartRain 
spray, a water-saving spray that delivers full showering satisfaction.

26075001   £661.48
Euphoria 310 shower system
310mm headshower
Euphoria 110mm handshower  
with 3 sprays
GROHE FastFixation upper bracket 
adjustable
GROHE CoolTouch prevents scalding  
on hot surfaces

27475002   £724.85
Euphoria 260 shower system for bath 
260mm headshower with 3 sprays 
Euphoria 110mm handshower  
with 3 sprays 
GROHE FastFixation upper bracket 
adjustable

27296003   £574.44
Euphoria 260 shower system 
260mm headshower with 3 sprays
Euphoria 110mm handshower  
with 3 sprays
GROHE CoolTouch prevents scalding  
on hot surfaces
GROHE ProGrip ergonomic handles  
have a knurled surface for great grip

Euphoria 260mm headshower

Jet spray SmartRain spray Rain spray
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GROHTHERM  
PERFECT SHOWER SET
All in one box concealed shower sets using the GROHE Rapido 
SmartBox rough-in set. 

34729000  £703.99 
Grohtherm Thermostatic shower set
Square 2 handle trim set
Tempesta 210mm headshower 
Tempesta 100 2 spray handshower and 
1500mm Rotaflex hose

34727000   £703.99 
Grohtherm Thermostatic shower set
Round 2 handle trim set
Tempesta 210mm headshower 
Tempesta 100 2 spray handshower and 
1500mm Rotaflex hose

34729000
Grohtherm perfect shower set



GROHE FLUSHING SYSTEMS 
FOR WALL HUNG WC
GROHE RAPID SL
Versatile, secure and quick method of installing wall hung WC.

GROHE RAPID SLX
Unique features for shower toilets and rimless WC´s.

Points to secure the 
on-the-wall installation. 
Easy installation due to 
the unique pneumatic 
connection of the 
flush plate and easy 
maintenance via the 
flush plate opening

Supports slim flush plates. 
Easy installation due to 
pneumatic connection and 
easy maintenance via the 
flush plate opening

100% ready for 
rimless WC 
Fully integrated flow 
manager - easily adjust 
the flow of water at all 
times, no demounting 
required. 

Tiling template to provide 
generous space for future 
upgrades without having 
to re-tile

UNIVERSAL CISTERN
• Dual flush

• Compatible with all GROHE 
flush plates including small, 
slim flush plates

SILENT
• Noise reduction thanks to 

GROHE whisper 

VERSATILE
• Come in three heights to 

suit all applications:

• 0.82m, 1.0m and 1.13m

• Adjustable feet, height can 
be increased by 200mm

SAFE
TUV certificate for load 
capacity:
• 400kg for WC
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3866120A  £128.36 
Concealed cistern 1.13m
Requires flush plate

3842220A  £179.71 
Cistern 0.82m
Includes inlet connector

GROHE FLUSHING CISTERNS GROHE FLUSH PLATES

39053000  £81.66 
Dual flush cistern
Water supply from bottom
Includes flush button

39054000  £81.66
Dual flush cistern
Water supply from left/right or back
Includes flush button

38488000   £37.32 
Air flush button
Flush button for Adagio cistern
GROHE StarLight Chrome finish

37762SH0   £78.94 
Adagio concealed cistern 
Flush pipe included
Flush button 38488000 sold separately

38732000 £66.17 
Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate 
Chrome
Dual flush
For vertical and horizontal mounting 

38732P00 £66.17
Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate,  
Matt Chrome 
Dual flush
For vertical and horizontal mounting

38844000 £82.54 
Arena Cosmopolitan flush plate 
Chrome
Dual flush
Vertical mounting
Horizontal mounting available 

38858000 £82.54 
  

38844P00 £82.54
Arena Cosmopolitan flush plate,  
Matt Chrome 
Dual flush
Vertical mounting 
Horizontal mounting available 

38858P00 £82.54

38505KF0  £110.99 
Skate Air flush plate  
Phantom Black 
Vertical mounting

38732KF0  £135.66 
Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate 
Phantom Black
For vertical and horizontal mounting
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FRAMES

38947000 £379.73 
1.0m

38948000 £348.41 
0.82m

38536001 £240.95 
1.13m

Available in three installation heights.
Flush plate to be bought separately - choose from a wide range of GROHE flush plates. 

FRAMES WITH FLUSH PLATE

3877320A  £293.98 
0.82m
With Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate 
(Horizontal installation)

118152  £449.72 
1.0m
With Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate 
(Horizontal installation)

3877220A  £255.87
1.13m
With Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate 
(Vertical and horizontal installation)
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36500000  £427.10 
1.13m
With Arena Cosmopolitan flush plate 
(Vertical installation)
Includes: 
Bau Ceramic wall hung WC (39427000) 
Quick release soft close seat (39493000) 
Noise protection set (37131000)

36503000  £659.56 
1.13m
With Arena Cosmopolitan flush plate  
(Vertical installation)
Includes: 
Euro Ceramic wall hung WC (39538000) 
Quick release soft close seat (39330001) 
Noise protection set (37131000)

FRAMES WITH SMALL FLUSH PLATE FRAMES, FLUSH PLATE AND  
WALL HUNG PAN BUNDLES

39603000  £369.79 
1.13m 
Rapid SLX 
With Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate in Small 
(Vertical installation)

39501000  £315.84
1.13m 
With Skate Cosmopolitan flush plate in Small 
(Vertical installation)
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GROHE CERAMICS

39424000  £65.63 
Bau hand rinse basin 45cm 1TH
Wall hung
With overflow

39440000 £65.50 
Bau wash basin 55cm 1TH
Wall hung
With overflow

39336000  £113.54 
Euro wash basin 55cm 1TH
Wall hung
With overflow

39462000  £544.08 
Euro close coupled WC set fully BTW
Triple Vortex flush - powerful and silent 
Rimless 
Bottom inlet 
Soft close seat & cover

39327000  £92.30 
Euro compact hand rinse basin 37cm 1TH
Wall hung
With overflow

39806000  £92.23 
BauEdge wall hung handrinse basin 
45cm 1TH
With overflow
1 hole punched 
450 x 350mm

39807000  £95.06 
BauEdge wall hung washbasin 55cm 1TH 
With overflow
550 x 400mm
Suitable for half pedestal 39426000  
and full pedestal 39425000

39808000  £98.02 
BauEdge wall hung washbasin 60cm 1TH
With overflow
600 x 448mm
Suitable for half pedestal 39426000  
and full pedestal 39425000

39910000  £182.21 
Bau fully skirted close coupled pan, 
bottom inlet cistern, soft close seat
Fully skirted design
Rimless
Bottom inlet
Soft close seat & cover

39912000  £119.42 
Bau cistern bottom inlet and outlet 
concealed Including flushing set & 
button

39913000  £106.53  
BauEdge Ceramic WC seat with lid, 
Slim design soft close quick release/ 
detachable

39811000  £157.00 
BauEdge close coupled WC pan
Rimless
Washdown
Horizontal outlet
Including fixation set 
4.5/3 l flush
(exposed cistern and seat sold separately)
Compatible with seat and cover 

39813000  £102.87 

39861000  £119.43 
BauEdge cistern bottom inlet
Inlet and outlet concealed
Including flushing set & button

39604000  £379.34 
Bau close coupled WC set
Rimless
Bottom inlet
Soft close seat & cover

WASH BASINS CLOSE COUPLED TOILETS
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GROHE CERAMICS

39810000
BauEdge ceramic floor standing WC

39351000  £210.31 
Bau wall hung WC set
Rimless
Soft close seat & cover

39554000  £448.85 
Euro wall hung WC set
Fully skirted design
Triple Vortex flush - powerful and silent
Rimless
Soft close seat & cover

39809000  £177.16 
BauEdge WC wall hung, rimless, for 
concealed cistern, horizontal outlet, 
flush volume 3/5 l, washdown, 
compatible with seat and cover  
(seat sold separately)

39813000  £102.87 

39813000  £102.87 
BauEdge WC seat with lid, slim design
Soft close
Quick release/detachable
Including fixation with easy fixation 
from above
Duroplast material, (compatible with 
BauEdge WC 39810000, 39811000 
and 39809000)

39810000  £209.30 
BauEdge floorstanding WC pan 
Washdown back-to-wall rimless 
Horizontal outlet, 5/3 l flush. For 
concealed cistern, (seat and concealed 
cistern sold separately) 

39339000  £244.02 
Euro Ceramic floor standing  
back-to-wall WC
Fully BTW
Triple Vortex flush - powerful and silent
Rimless

39330001  £114.38 
Euro Ceramic WC seat soft close
With lid

WALL HUNG TOILETS BACK TO WALL TOILETS
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26353000  £41.72
Tempesta-F trigger spray wall holder set
Silverflex Long-Life 1500mm shower 
hose 

39648SH0  £298.72  
Bau Manual Bidet 
Simple upgrade of existing toilet into a 
bidet - sleek low profile
2 spray arms with pre-and post-rinsing
Seat fits most round shaped toilets
Requires no electricity  
(min. 1 bar water pressure)
Matches GROHE Bau Ceramic WCs 
(39427000, 39430000 and 39431000) 

39354SH1  £3,082.41  
Sensia Arena smart toilet that cleanses 
you with warm water
Two separate self-cleaning shower arms 
with adjustable position, pressure and 
temperature
Auto open/close seat and warm air 
dryer function
Easy installation with Rapid SLX 
(sold separately) 

46944001  £249.17  
Sensia Arena installation kit for 
automatic flush and pre-flush

GROHE SHOWER TOILET

39354SH1 
Sensia Arena smart toilet

TRIGGER SPRAY BIDET SEAT 

SENSIA ARENA
Combining the best of a toilet and a bidet, plus many extra features, 
this sleek shower toilet will change your daily cleaning routine.

*Prices are excluding VAT.
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GROHE TOUCHLESS BATHROOM
Minimalist design meets cutting-edge technology. GROHE infrared solutions’ long lasting battery 
combined with pre-set programs means easy retrofit solutions.

39882000  £311.51 
Tectron Bau E infrared WC flush plate
Touchless
Longlife battery (6V) - up to 15,000 flushes
Easy retrofit to GROHE GD2 cisterns 
(38661000)
7 pre-set programs, auto flush, cleaning 
mode, hidden anti-theft, battery charge 
indicator

36445000  £655.46
Essence E infrared electronic basin mixer
With mixing device and adjustable 
temperature limiter
Longlife battery (6V) - up to 7 years

39882000
Tectron Bau E infrared 
WC flush plate 

39351000
Bau wall hung WC set

36271000  £321.58 
Euroeco Cosmo E Infrared basin mixer
For cold or premixed water
Longlife battery (6V) - up to 7 years
GROHE Water Saving mousseur 5.7 l/min
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GROHE KITCHEN
With our complete kitchen portfolio from taps and sinks to filter taps, we are driven by our goal to be 
at the heart of your home. 

31233001  £110.25
BauEdge single-lever sink mixer 
FastFixation - metal fixation set
Flexible connection hoses 1/2”

30538000  £159.56 
BauEdge single-lever sink mixer 
Pull-out mousseur spray
Flexible connection hoses 1/2”

30468000  £176.93 
Eurosmart two handle sink mixer 
For low pressure systems
Min. pressure 0.2 bar
Flexible connection hoses 1/2”

30189000  £229.22 
Ambi two handle sink mixer 
Selectable swivel area: 0° / 150° / 360°
Lever opens to the front, protecting the 
backsplash
Flexible connection hoses 1/2”

30619000  £256.73 
Eurosmart single-lever sink mixer
Pull-out dual spray control
FastFixation - metal fixation set 
Adjustable flow rate limiter

31868000  £121.85 
Eurosmart single-lever sink mixer 
Low spout
FastFixation - metal fixation set
Flexible connection hoses 1/2”

30260003  £121.85 
Eurosmart single-lever sink mixer
Low spout
FastFixation - metal fixation set
Energy saving function via cold start

31869000  £179.88 
Eurosmart single-lever sink mixer
Low spout 
Pull-out dual spray control
Flexible connection hoses 1/2”

30468000
Eurosmart two handle sink mixer
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GROHE KITCHEN

31574SD1  £321.75 
K700 undermount
1 bowl stainless steel sink
Undermount, top mount or flush mount
Dimensions: W550 x D450 x H200mm
Min. cabinet size 600mm

31562SD1  £231.81 
Bau Kitchen sink and tap bundle 
Consists of:
K200 1 bowl stainless steel sink  
with drainer 
Reversible left or right  
Bau Edge single lever sink mixer  
high spout

31564SD1  £231.81 
K200 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink
1.5 bowl with drainer
Reversible left or right

31565SD1  £246.31 
Eurosmart Kitchen sink and tap bundle
Consists of: 
K200 1 bowl stainless steel sink  
with drainer
Reversible left or right  
Eurosmart single lever sink mixer  
low spout

31564SD1
K200 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink
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SPARES

46580000  £63.59 
28mm SilkMove cartridge

47439000  £107.16  
½” Turbostat

47175000  £155.01 
 ½” Turbostat reversed waterways

47483000  £155.01 
 ¾” Turbostat

46863000  £58.36 
28mm SilkMove cartridge

48359000  £57.48 
Smartcontrol concealed cartridge

47186000  £254.27 
¾” Turbostat reversed waterways

49028000  £56.02 
¾” Turbostat Smartcontrol Concealed

42320000  £47.91  
AV1 Flush valve for 38661000

42314000  £75.05 
AV1 Flush valve for 38422000

37095000  £40.20  
Fill valve for 38422000 & 38661000

37119000  £4.34 
Flush pipe connector

42137000  £25.26 
Servo discharge valve

43544000  £17.03 
Discharge piston for 42317000

49510000  £72.05 
Fixing kit for Euro Ceramic WC



44 *Prices are excluding VAT.
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